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In this paper we examine the changing perception of Central Asia
and the Caucasus to Imperial Britain from the mid nineteenth to
the mid twentieth centuries and consider the importance of Mackinder’s 1904 paper ‘The Geographical Pivot of History’ to this process. In it we argue that Central Asia and the Caucasus are seen
first as an important buffer zone essential to keeping the Russia
aggressors at bay and ensuring Britain’s continued dominance of
India. By the end of the nineteenth century, however, the region
had emerged as a major source of raw materials, particularly oil,
and as such was no longer seen as merely a buffer zone, but a
considerable prize in itself. Mackinder’s paper, which emerged at
a critical point in this transition, served as an important synthesis
of these long-standing and widely shared British concerns about
the region and provided a clear and concise assessment of the
region’s geo-strategic and geo-economic importance and as such
its global significance.

INTRODUCTION
This essay is concerned with the role of Central Asia and the Caucasus in
British imperialism from the mid nineteenth to the mid twentieth centuries.
It seeks to explain both the continuities and the changes in British attitudes
towards this region through this period. Halford Mackinder’s widely cited
1904 lecture at the Royal Geographical Society (RGS) is considered here as a
specific contribution to this much wider, unfolding debate.1
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The paper is divided into two sections. The first section discusses the predominantly geo-strategic character of Victorian debates about Central Asia.2 At
this stage, the region was seen primarily as the strategically vulnerable ‘backdoor’ to India. The second section focuses on the development of a new, geoeconomic analysis of the region. By the early twentieth century British interests
in Central Asia and the Caucasus were governed by increasingly elaborate geoeconomic calculations about the likely impact of the area’s potentially limitless
resources on the global balance of power. Mackinder’s 1904 description of
Eurasia as ‘the geographical pivot of history’ emerged at a critical moment in
this transition and can be seen as a clear and succinct summary of existing
geo-strategic ideas embellished by new geo-economic considerations.

THE BACKDOOR TO INDIA: CENTRAL ASIA
AND VICTORIAN BRITAIN
The Victorian view of Central Asia was shaped by nearly 200 years of
intense competition between the empires of Russia and Britain. At first the
two sides had merely watched each other from afar separated as they were
by nearly 2000 miles of barren and inhospitable desert plains, but in 1717
the Russian Czar, Peter the Great, launched a major military campaign
against the Central Asian Khanate of Khiva.3 The Czar made no secret of the
fact that taking Khiva was merely a stepping stone to his ultimate objective
of India, which he viewed as being the key to global supremacy.4 Although
his army was annihilated forcing him to curtail his activities in Central Asia,5
he continued his southwards push via the Caspian, and in the Persian Campaign of 1722–1723, Peter succeeded in bringing the towns of Baku and
Derbent, along with their surrounding lands, into his empire.6 While some
of Peter’s gains were lost after his death in 1725 Russia’s momentum continued to be resolutely southward. Russia’s southward push was monitored by
the British, although until the 1830s it had little direct impact on their interests. The situation changed dramatically in 1837, however, when the Shah
of Persia, with unofficial support from the Russians, attacked Herat, considered by the British to be in their sphere of interest.7 Although the Shah
failed in his bid, Russia’s role in events heightened tensions between
England and Russia and was in effect the trigger for a prolonged and clandestine struggle between the two empires for the control of Central Asia.8
The events of 1837 prompted Britain to take military action against
Afghanistan, with the Prime Minister, Lord Melbourne, arguing that the
attack on Afghanistan was ‘a decisive move and may bring on great events,
but I believe necessary. This is no less than the question who is to be master of Central Asia!’9 The Afghan war, however, was an unmitigated disaster
resulting in one of the most humiliating military defeats ever suffered by the
British.10 On hearing of the British advance in Afghanistan, the Russian
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government saw an opportunity to progress its own interests in the region
with Czarist forces embarking on a second ill-fated expedition against
Khiva. Although the disastrous Afghan and Khivan campaigns brought a
temporary halt to the active interference of the two empires in the affairs in
Asia, rivalries between the two sides did not stop, merely transferring to
other frontiers and culminating in the Crimean War of 1853–1856.11 But following Russia’s defeat the Czarist authorities turned their attention once
again to Central Asia and by the 1860s Russia’s activities in the region were
once again dominating the news in Britain.12 Each new conquest stirred up
debate, much of it centred on how best to protect India from attack by the
Russians.13 Two schools of thought emerged, the ‘Forward School’ who
believed that British interference in Afghanistan was essential for the future
security of India, and the non-interventionist ‘Backward’ or ‘Lawrence
School’,14 who opposed any ideas of expansion, believing that Afghanistan
formed a natural buffer between the British and Russian Empires. Until the
mid 1870s the opinions of proponents of a forward policy were largely
ignored by the incumbent Liberal government, but the defeat of the Liberals in
the 1874 election heralded a shift in British policy towards greater invention.
The adoption of a more interventionist policy was applauded in some
quarters. Sir Bartle Frere, for example, an active member and sometime
President of the RGS was an ardent supporter of the Forward School, and
welcomed the fact that the policy of “masterly inactivity” had at last been
abandoned, while at the same time arguing that Britain needed to adopt an
even more aggressive policy in the region.15
Frere’s views were shared by Lord Lytton who in 1876 was appointed
viceroy of India.16 Shortly after Lytton arrived in Calcutta he wrote to the
Afghan Emir informing him that the British intended to send a ‘mission’ to
Kabul, but it was denied entry. He tried again two years later sending his
envoy, Sir Neville Chamberlain to Afghanistan, and was still refused entry.17
At the same time reports were emerging that a Russian mission had been
allowed to enter Kabul.18 On hearing the news Lytton decided that action
had to be taken and he began immediate preparations for the invasion of
Afghanistan. The threat of war prompted considerable debate in England
with Russia’s role in the region being singled out for particular attention.
Lengthy articles and commentaries focusing on Russia’s past and present
activities began to appear in all the major newspapers, while the views and
opinions of various authorities on the region were solicited and analysed.19
British troops eventually entered Afghanistan in late 1878, but unlike the
first Anglo-Afghan war, the second was a triumph for Britain. Defeating the
Afghan tribes, however, did not necessarily mean that Britain controlled
them, and British troops suffered repeated attacks with the massacre of the
British Mission in Kabul in September 1879 heightening fears of a repeat of
the debacle of the first Afghan-Anglo war. The deteriorating situation in
Afghanistan provided Gladstone with an ideal opportunity to lambast
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Disraeli’s foreign policy and played an important role in the eventual defeat
of the Tories in the 1880 general election. With the Liberals back in power
British troops were recalled from Afghanistan20 and shortly afterwards a
Joint Anglo-Russian Boundary Commission was set up to delimit the Afghan
border.21
Gladstone’s insistence that the Russians posed no threat to India provoked derision in some quarters. One of the most prominent commentators
on the subject was the traveller and journalist Charles Marvin who had lived
and been partly educated in Russia. Fluent in Russian, Marvin had travelled
throughout the empire and was personally acquainted with numerous highranking officials. Renowned as a leading authority on Central Asia, his
insights into the Russian psyche were considered to be second to none.22
Between 1879 and 1890, Marvin produced a huge number of letters, articles,
pamphlets and books23 covering amongst other things commerce, the oil
industry, Russian railway developments and most importantly Russia’s military advance.24 A common theme throughout all his work was the need for
Britain to adopt a vigorous policy to stop Russia’s advance in Central Asia.
Marvin deplored Gladstone’s stance on Central Asia and in 1880 began a
forceful campaign aimed at highlighting what he called the ‘appalling stupidity’ of ‘[t]he past and present policy of Mr. Gladstone’s government of
making a Chinese wall of Afghanistan to keep out Russia.’25
Marvin was a skilled publicist and went to great lengths to promote his
ideas at the highest levels in the British political system. The fact that he
successfully forecast a number of events only served to heighten his status
in the eyes of the British public. Early in 1881, for example, Marvin published a short pamphlet on the Russian railway to Herat and India, distributing 1,000 copies to Parliament and the press. In the piece Marvin anticipated
the ‘immense revolution that would be accomplished by the railway’.26
Although his opinions were initially ridiculed within a few years the railway
was built. Marvin also made much of the implications of the Russians taking
the strategically important centre of Merv.27 By taking Merv Russia would
have reached a point where it could easily take heart. When this occurred
in February 1884 there was outrage in Britain prompting a renewed debate
on the Central Asia Question. As soon as Marvin heard the news he wrote
an extended report outlining its implication. ‘The annexation of Merv’, he
argued:
is something more than an act merely calling for condemnation. Herat,
the key of India, is placed in peril. The Cossack is brought into actual
contact with the Afghan: and England is compelled to decide and to
decide at once, whether the future frontier separating the two empires
in Asia shall be left to the exclusive selection of Russia or whether she
will take instant measures to render the annexation of Merv the final
step in the Russian advance in the direction of India.28
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Marvin had intended to send his report to every British Member of Parliament (MP) as well as the press, but the debate occurred several days earlier than anticipated, before his pamphlet was due to be published. He
therefore took the manuscript to the publishers, Messrs Allen, and persuaded them to place their entire operation at his disposal. By the evening
the manuscript had been type set and 25 advanced copies printed. These
were immediately circulated to the London press and the House of Commons. Further copies were printed over night and the lobby messengers
were persuaded to hand copies of the pamphlet to MPs as they arrived. By
the time the debate started most MPs had been given a copy of the report.
Marvin’s views clearly influenced the tone of the debate with MPs from
all parties insisting that the Russians could no longer be trusted and that the
government needed to take firm action on the issue.29 Although Gladstone
was apparently unconvinced, Marvin’s prophecy was apparently borne out
within a year when Russian forces attacked the oasis of Panjdeh located
upstream of Merv.30 Britain’s reaction was an immediate mobilisation of her
troops and as the war clouds deepened Marvin decided to issue a popular
account of the Afghan Question. The 200-page book The Russians at the
Gate of Herat was written and printed in seven days and became an immediate
success, selling over 60,000 copies.31 At the same time Marvin continued his
bitter crusade against the Gladstone government via the newspapers writing
a string of articles on the issue. In the event, war was averted when the two
sides reached a diplomatic solution whereby Russia withdrew from its furthest point of advance in return for a free hand in Panjdeh. A year later the
two sides finally came to an agreement on the demarcation of the permanent northern frontier for Afghanistan, under which Afghanistan ceded a
significant amount of territory to the Russians.32
The demarcation of the northern frontier and the shift in Russian strategy towards the Far East temporarily diminished the importance of Central
Asia, although the region was never entirely absent from British debates.33
India’s apparent vulnerability remained a constant source of anxiety, particularly after the rapid development of the Russian railway network.34 The
rationale for these immense transcontinental railways was analysed and discussed in newspapers and magazines and debated at public lectures with
many commentators highlighting the strategic military importance of the
Russian railways.35 The most important lines were the Transcaucasus Railway which was started in the 1870s and reached Baku on the Caspian Coast
in 1882, the Trans-Caspian Railway that was laid-down in the late 1880s, the
Trans-Siberian Railway built in the 1890s and the Orenburg-Tashkent Railway constructed between 1900 and 1906.36 The completion of the first two
lines meant that with the exception of two breaks, the mountains of the
Caucasus and the Caspian Sea, there was a continuos rail link between
St. Petersburg, on the Baltic Coast, and Samarkand located at the heart of
the Eurasian continent.
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Lord Curzon, one of the first non-Russians to travel the Trans-Caspian
railway in September and October 1888, made much of the railway’s
importance37 noting that ‘the construction of the railway means the absolute
and final russification of the middle zone of Central Asia’.38 In highlighting
its military significance, Curzon noted that the:
military and strategical consequences of the line are so obvious as to be
perceptible even to a civilian... the effects of the line upon the Afghan
Frontier Question, and therefore indirectly upon this country are these.
Firstly it enables Russia on the outbreak of war, to place considerable
local force without delay in the near vicinity of the frontier and of Herat.
Secondly, it enables her to bring supplies for that force from the Caspian. Thirdly it enables her to reinforce it by the military resources of the
Caucasus and of European Russia.39

Curzon also outlined the importance of the railway on trade which he
believed had been ‘foolishly underestimated’ and would have an immense
impact on the British trade in the region. In a presentation at the RGS in
1889, Curzon further argued that Russian activity had already undermined
British commercial interests in the region and that the Trans-Caspian railway
gave ‘an absolute transit monopoly of the products of Central Asia, of its
cotton, its raw and dyed silks.’40
The issue of railways highlighted by both Marvin and Curzon in the
1880s resurfaced periodically over the next two decades. One area of concern was the ease with which the Russians could build branch lines from
the Trans-Caspian Railway to the Afghan frontier. Clearly the Russians
viewed this as a possibility and in July 1898, Sir Nicholas O’Conor, the
British Ambassador to Russia informed the Prime Minister that the Russian
authorities were keen to link the Trans-Caspian railway to the Indian railway system via Afghanistan. In his note he commented that the Russian
Finance Minister, ‘Mr. Witte’, had argued that such a rail link would stimulate
commercial interests and hopefully defuse any antagonism between Britain
and Russia. Moreover Witte argued that the railway link would be of greater
benefit to Britain than Russia from a military point of view as Britain had
more troops stationed in the region.41 But Russia’s renewed interest in the
region sounded the alarm-bells in London once again and in mid-1899
Lt-Col McSwiney of the 1st Lancers was dispatched from Simla on an official
fact-finding mission visit to Central Asia and Chinese Turkestan. In his
report he noted that ‘Everything points to the strengthening of the Russian
forces along the Amu Daria’. Moreover, he comments that preparations
were underway to extend the railway line and that ‘both banks of the Amu
Daria between Charjui and Kerki had been surveyed for a line of railway,
which would link the Trans-Caspian railway to Termez on the Afghan border.42 McSwiney also drew attention to the fact that rolling stock on the
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Trans-Caspian Railway was far in excess of ordinary requirements and that
one could only conclude that it was for military use.43 The start of construction of the Orenburg-Tashkent line in 1900, which would provide a much
faster and more direct route to Moscow was seen as further evidence of
renewed Russian interest in the region and during the first few years of the
1900s Russia’s activities in Central Asia, Afghanistan and increasingly Persia
were once again in the news.
The development of Russia’s extensive railway network across Central
Asia was seen by many as the means of unifying the vast Eurasian landmass
and with this unification came power. Writing in 1883, for example, the historian J. R. Seeley, argued that the balance of power was shifting from maritime nations to large continental-sized states commenting that those
countries that had control of such landmasses notably Russia and the United
States would ‘surpass in power the states now called great.’44 Gaining absolute control of continental landmasses was critically important. As Marvin
noted ‘Russia, as she settles down in Central Asia, becomes more and more
unassailable.’45 Curzon was of the same view: ‘the Russian Empire in Central
Asia is impregnable,’ he wrote, ‘every avenue of approach is in her own
hands: there is no enemy at her gate. No Armada can threaten where there
are no seas; no hostile army can operate at such a gigantic distance from
her base.’46
A significant increase in the number of articles relating to Russia’s activities in Central Asia, the Afghan Question and the Persian Question emerged
at the turn of the 20th century largely prompted by the further expansion of
the railway network.47 At the same time concerns were also being voiced as
to Russia’s activities in Tibet with rumours abounding that the Russians had
signed a secret pact with China agreeing to relinquish her interests in the
region. The possibility of a Russian invasion of the mountain kingdom
prompted Curzon, then Viceroy of India, to seek permission from London to
send a mission to Lhasa under the eccentric leadership of Colonel (later Sir)
Francis Younghusband. This was granted somewhat reluctantly by the Prime
Minister, Arthur Balfour, who was clearly anxious to avoid angering the Russians. In his statement to Parliament, Balfour insisted that the mission was
intended merely to remind the Tibetans that they must respect the border
with Sikkam. But with Curzon’s consent, the eager Younghusband forced the
Tibetan authorities to sign a 75-year indemnity which allowed the British to
occupy the strategically important Chumbi Valley.48
By this stage, however, Germany’s activities were attracting attention in
both London and St. Petersburg as both countries felt increasingly threatened by the Kaiser’s aggressive foreign policy. Prompted by France, who
had established cordial relations with both Britain and Russia and who was
also concerned by Germany’s expansive policies, the two countries agreed
to put aside their long term rivalries signing the Anglo-Russian Entente of
1907.49
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FROM ‘BACKDOOR’ TO PRIZE: CENTRAL ASIA, THE CAUCASUS
AND EARLY 20TH CENTURY BRITAIN
While British interests in Central Asia during the mid-late 1800s had been
centred on the need to defend India, at the turn of the twentieth century
other issues were coming to the fore, namely the region’s rich resource
base. Central Asia’s economic potential had long attracted the attention of
British businessmen and explorers with one of the earliest accounts of the
region provided by the British merchant Anthony Jenkinson who visited
Turkestan in 1558–1559 to investigate the possibility of developing trade
links.50 With Russia’s advance into Central Asia, reports of its mineral wealth
began to emerge. In 1771, the Dzhezkazgan copper deposits, among the
richest in the world, were discovered in the heart of the Kazakh steppewhere half a century later the massive Karaganda coal field was also
found.51 Elsewhere deposits of gold and lead were mined, but increasingly
it was the enormous oil deposits of the southern Caucasus that attracted
foreign interest. Travellers passing through the southern Caucasus had long
commented on the occurrence of oil seepages and the presence of ‘eternal
pillars of fire’ in the Baku region of modern day Azerbaijan. Until the early
1800s only small amounts of oil were extracted, but following the region’s
re-annexation into the Russian Empire a primitive oil industry emerged. Initially the region’s development was hindered by its remoteness and the corrupt and incompetent Czarist administration, which ran the oil industry as a
state monopoly.52 The decision to abolish the monopoly system in the early
1870s, however, opened up the area to private enterprise triggering a rapid
and significant growth in the oil sector.
A number of British travellers who visited the area at this time drew
attention to Baku’s oil wealth. Colonel Valentine Baker, for example, who
spent several days in the town as part of a ‘fact finding’ mission to the
region noted that Baku had an ‘apparently inexhaustible supply of naphtha’53 and a few years later Arthur Arnold wrote that Baku ‘has struck oil
and before many years are past the world will hear much of this obscure
town – this petrolia of Asia.’54 By the early 1880s reports of the region’s oil
wealth were beginning to appear in the national newspapers.55 One of the
first such articles was written by a Special Correspondent for the Times, a
Mr. Gallenga, who in November 1881 wrote a lengthy article about the
Caucasus noting that:
by whatever means the liquid may be conveyed from Baku to the various seaports and railway stations of the world, it seems likely to effect
little less than an economic revolution. There is scarcely any use,
domestic or social, that naphtha can be put to. Could the liquid be made
to travel so cheaply as to undersell English and other coal in countries
like Italy, Spain and other Mediterranean regions... it would be hardly
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possible to reckon what enormous wealth would accrue to the people
of the Caucasus.56

Marvin, who visited the Russian petroleum region in 1883, provided the
most comprehensive assessment of the region’s economic potential at the
time.57 He bemoaned England’s lack of interest in the region, noting that ‘up
to the present moment England is the only country that has held aloof from
participating in the enterprise.’58 He goes on to argue that unless British
merchants act quickly the lucrative export of Baku oil will be in the hands
of continental rivals. Yet despite his passionate appeal to the British business community it would seem, he noted in an article of 1886, that it had
fallen ‘dead upon the public ears.’59 Although Marvin produced a huge
number of articles and papers on the subject (until his premature death in
1890) it was not until 1897 that the first British company, Russian Petroleum
and Liquid Fuel Ltd., was established in Baku and even then the level of
British investment continued to be relatively low.60 Despite this fact British
workers were arriving in the oil boom-town, which by the early 1900s
accounted for nearly 50% of global oil production and was by far the single
most important oil producing centre in the world.61 The arrival of the British
provoked much comment in Moscow. In 1902, for example, the Moscow
News ran a series of articles highlighting the fact that British workers were
ousting Russian workers from their jobs. These articles were translated and
discussed in the British press with various commentators highlighting the
fact that British workers were better skilled that their Russian counterparts
and thus better qualified for the jobs.62
The signing of the Anglo-Russian Entente in 1907 effectively suspended
the traditional rivalry between London and St. Petersburg and prompted a
rapid increase in the level of British investment in Russia.63 Although it
proved difficult to break into the oil industry at Baku, the discovery of new
fields in the northern Caucasus in the 1890s and 1900s, notably at Grozny,
Maikop and Emba, provided Britain with a chance to break into the Russian
oil industry.64 By 1910 the London Stock Exchange was in the grips of oil
fever, and numerous companies with interests in the Russian oil industry
were established.65 The level of investment was enormous with Britain
accounting for more than 60% of all foreign investment66 and British companies holding the dominant position in Grozny (50% of production), Maikop
(70% of production), and Emba (90% of production).67 Central Asia and the
Caucasus had now taken on a new meaning in the eyes of the British goverment– it was not just a route to India but had gained considerable importance as the source of energy to fuel Britain’s industrial development and
(as such) had considerable geo-economic importance.
With the outbreak of war across Europe in 1914, the oil fields of the
Caucasus, as the most significant source of oil in the wider European region
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were of considerable strategic importance.68 As a result there was a frantic
struggle for control of the region following the Bolshevik Revolution and
the collapse of the Czarist regime with both the Germans and the Turks seeing it as an opportunity to gain access to much needed petroleum.69
Germany began negotiations with revolutionary Russia and in March 1918
the two sides signed the Brest-Litovsk Treaty which ended hostilities
between Bolshevik Russia and the Central powers.70 At the same time
Turkey, keen to gain a foothold in the region signed an agreement with the
nascent government of the newly independent state of Azerbaijan granting
them access to Baku’s oil.71
Military experts in London were extremely concerned that the Germans
(or indeed the Turks) would gain access to the ‘enormous supplies of liquid
fuel which aerial and motor-transport developed during the war required’
and promptly dispatched Major General Dunsterville to the region to secure
the oil fields for the allies.72 On 4th August 1918, 1400 British troops entered
the city and managed to hold it for long enough to deny the Central Powers
access to much needed crude oil at a critical moment and was an important
factor in bringing an end to the war. Although the British were forced out by
Turkish forces in early September 1918 within a few weeks they had reoccupied both Baku and the Black Sea port of Batoum under the terms of the
Murdos agreement that brought hostilities between Britain and Turkey to an
end. Once in control of the city the British took control of the oil fields
establishing the British Oil Administration aimed at ensuring supplies for
Britain. Such a move was widely applauded by British industrialists in
Britain, especially by those who had large investments in the region. Britain’s
actions were not just to stop their enemies getting oil but were part of a
larger strategy to ensure that Britain and her colonies increased their control
over oil producing regions. Some months before the British took Baku, for
example, there was considerable discussion about the need to secure oil
regions in any post-war peace settlement. In July 1918, for example, Sir Maurice
Hankey, Secretary to the War Cabinet sent a secret memo to the First Lord of
the Admiralty, Sir Eric Geddes, regarding the uncertain future of oil supplies.
In it Hankey notes that it was anticipated that the United States would soon
be consuming all the oil it produced as well as that of its neighbour Mexico.
The USA was the main source of Britain’s oil, which had obvious geopolitical
implications. Hankey insisted that the retention of the oil-bearing regions in
Mesopotamia and Persia in British hands, as well as a proper strategic
boundary to cover them, would appear to be a first class British War Aim.’
This issue was raised a few days later by Viscount Harcourt who in a statement to the Imperial War Conference drew attention to the huge gap in the
petroleum output and demand of the British Empire and its dependence on
the United States.73 According to Harcourt, ‘The United Kingdom today is
dependent on the United States for about 80 per cent of its supplies and it is
obvious that the United States have the power to place this country in an
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impossible position should they desire to be unfriendly’. In order to ensure
that this did not occur he argued that ‘every effort must be made now, and in
the future, not only to develop existing oilfields in British territories or
spheres of influence, but to acquire new fields that will be from the outset in
British commercial hands and under British control’. Such sentiments were
reiterated by Admiral Sir Edmund Slade who argued that the British government needed to take control of the greatest amount of petroleum they could
and that this control must be ‘absolute and there must be no foreign interest
involved in it in any sort or kind, otherwise we shall see these interests using
every means at their disposal, honestly or dishonestly, openly or secretly to
hamper the development of British interests’ concluding that the British Government should assist and encourage British companies to obtain control of
as much oil land in foreign countries as possible.74 These arguments are
found repeatedly in documents relating to Britain’s future role in the Caucasian oil industry.75
The importance of oil to the war effort was widely recognised. In a
scribbled note attached to a docket sent to the British Delegation by Robert
Lansing, one of the US representatives at the Paris Peace Conference, Lord
Hardinge notes that the war would have ended two years earlier had the
Germans not had access to Romanian oil.76 The importance of oil to the
allied victory was also noted and Curzon, speaking at a meeting of the
Inter-Allied Petroleum Conference77 held 10 days after the armistice, stated
that ‘the allied cause had floated to victory on a wave of oil.’78 Given this
statement it is not surprising that control of Baku’s oil was central to the
British strategy, a strategy promoted by a number of influential people of
the time.
The need to control oil supplies was not the only issue of concern to
the British authorities. The rapid spread of anarchy in Russian Central Asia
also caused considerable unease in London with many fearing that it would
lead to the spread of ‘Bolshevik propaganda and agents in to Persia and
Afghanistan’ and more importantly provide an opportunity for the Germans
and the Turks to ‘use the disorder in Central Asia to embarrass our position
in India and possibly Mesopotamia.’79 In order to counter this possibility, in
August 1918, the British sent a small force of men into Trans-Caspian under
the command of General Malleson, who fought with the Trans-Caspian government in Ashgabat against the Bolsheviks.80
With the general armistice of November 1918 British troops were operating in various parts of the former Russian Empire including North and
South Russia, Siberia and throughout the Caucasus and Transcaspia, requiring the government to consider its policy with respect to the region.81 Finding
a consensus, however, proved difficult with various government ministers at
loggerheads as to the best course of action particularly in regions that had
previously been outside the British sphere of interest. One such area was
the Caucasus which was viewed by Curzon as important but considered of
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little interest by many of his cabinet colleagues.82 For Curzon, the importance of the region was obvious. It could form a buffer of friendly states
between Russia and Britain’s Indian interests. Britain should therefore maintain a military presence in the region to protect the liberties of the fledgling
governments.83 This view was echoed in a secret report produced by the
Indian Office in December 1918 which dealt specifically with Russian
Central Asia.84 In it, it is argued that ‘Central Asia should not be in possession
of a great military power pursuing imperialistic aims’ and as such Central
Asia should be isolate and this would require ‘a strong and independent
Armenia, the elimination of all Turkish influence from Azerbaijan and preferably the internationalisation of Baku’.
Curzon was not entirely without support but many senior political figures were strongly opposed to such an intervention.85 Arthur Balfour, for
example, was concerned that the gateway to India was getting ‘further and
further from India’ and insisted that Britain would do well to keep out of
the region.86 But Curzon’s fiercest opponent was Winston Churchill, who
took charge of the War Office in January 1919, with the task of demobilising
the British army and reducing the cost of the post-war military occupations
on the public purse. Although Churchill called for the withdrawal of troops
from most regions, he argued that Britain should offer Russia any assistance
that it could as this was crucial to defeating the Bolsheviks who represented, in his famous phrase, ‘the most horrible tyranny and brutality the
world has ever seen’.87 If, Churchill argued, the Bolsheviks were not
crushed they could unite with a demoralised Germany and together these
two might link with Japan, creating the ‘possibility of a great combination
from Yokohama to Cologne in hostility to France, Britain and America.’88
Curzon, although anti-Bolshevik, was concerned that if the British supported the White Russians and they were successful in overthrowing the
Bolsheviks, there was a possibility that Russia would renew its interests in
Britain’s Indian Empire.89
The British evacuation of the Caucasus and the Transcaspian became
the subject of much discussion in early 1919. In March of that year Curzon
chaired an Inter-Departmental Conference on Middle Eastern Affairs to
clarify the situation.90 The minutes from the meeting provide a clear indication of the level of disagreement within the cabinet, with Churchill adamant that the British should withdraw from the Caucasus.91 Some
advocated handing the mandate for the region to Italy, whose embittered
government had been denied the imperial spoils they coveted in Africa and
the Ottoman Empire during the peace negotiations.92 There was, however,
considerable opposition both in Whitehall and the region itself to such a
move. Professor J.Y. Simpson, one of the two Russian experts in the Political Intelligence Department of the Foreign Office was concerned about the
possibility of a British evacuation. In a memorandum of May 1919, Simpson
commented that:
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It is not easy to exaggerate either the strategic importance or the
wealth of the natural resources of Transcaucasia, whether regarded
from a military point of view or as a future great through-way to the
east: the country that commands the Caucasus can dominate Central
Asia. In this respects its central position makes it more vitally important than either Mesopotamia or the entry into Asia through South
Russia north of the Caspian. Already the Americans see the possibility
of developing here a great roadway to the wealth of Turkestan and
Western China.93

In the event Churchill won the battle of wills and in August 1919 British
troops were withdrawn from the Caucasus and Britain increased its support
to the leader of the White Russians in the south, General Denekin, on condition that he made no attempt to take the Caucasian states.94
Shortly after this event, and following his appointment as British High
Commissioner to Southern Russia, Mackinder visited the region he now
called the ‘heartland’ for the first time.95 He arrived at the Black Sea port of
Novorossiysk on New Year’s Day 1920 and spent much of his time on
board the British Battleship HMS Malborough, though he briefly visited
Tikhoretskaya Junction to meet with General Denekin. In his report submitted in early January 1920, Mackinder provided a general overview of the
situation in southern Russia and made a number of recommendations in
respect of British policy. ‘It is only by strong immediate measures’, he
argued,
taken before the thawing of the Volga ice, that the advance of Bolshevism, sweeping forward like a prairie fire, can be limited and kept away
from India and Lower Asia.... It is therefore essential to regard the Caspian and the Caucasus barrier as part of a larger policy.96

By the time Mackinder’s report had been received in London the British
Government had taken the decision that further support of Denekin was
futile. With the collapse of the White Russian Army in southern Russia the
Bolsheviks began to gain ground in the region and by mid 1921 the southern
Caucasus had fallen to the Soviets and the British no longer had official representation in the region.97
British interest in the region did not cease, however, and during the
inter-war years British authorities maintained a watching brief on the southern
sector of the Soviet Union. In 1927, for example, the RAF flew covert missions
across Baku and other parts of the Caucasus as tension mounted between
Britain and the Soviet Union.98 The fate of these oil fields after the outbreak of
World War II was a source of particular concern. The prospect of Soviet oil
fields supplying German industry, either through diplomatic arrangement or
as a result of military conquest, had been a deeply worrying prospect in
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London and Paris for some time, and both countries discussed the potential of
bombing the oil installations at Baku and Grozny shortly after the Germans
and the Soviets signed the Non-Aggression Pact.99 The RAF flew two covert
missions in early 1940 to photograph the main oil producing regions of the
Caucasus. On 30 March, an unmarked British aircraft spent over an hour photographing Baku and its oil complexes. A second mission was undertaken a
week later, this time over Batum on the Black Sea Coast, although on this
occasion the plane was spotted and a Soviet fighter attempted to intercept.
The perceived need to destroy the oil facilities in Baku and the rest of the
Caucasus became more acute following the German invasion of the Soviet
Union and plans were submitted by the RAF for the ‘Raspberry Operation’
which aimed to prevent Caucasus oil products reaching German controlled
Europe.100 Although the Germans managed to secure Emba, their effort to
seize the main oil fields of the Caucasus was ultimately thwarted.101
With the end of World War II in 1945 and British rule in India two
years later, interest in Central Asia and the Caucasus waned. The western
governments kept a watchful eye on the region that formed the southern
tier of the Soviet Union but, until the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 it
was seen as little more than an isolate backwater of the Soviet Empire.102

CONCLUSION
The views expressed by Mackinder at the RGS in 1904 were a synthesis of
long-established and widely held British perspectives on Central Asia and
the Caucasus that had circulated in government circles and in the media for
several decades. Mackinder’s main arguments – that the region was geostrategically of enormous importance for the security of India, and hence
the entire British Empire, and that the development of a regional rail network would allow the vast resource wealth of Central Asia and the Caucasus to be fully developed by the power controlling the region – can be
regarded as a powerful combination of existing geo-strategic views and a
still emergent geo-economic calculation.
The 1904 paper and the 1919 book-length development of that earlier
exposition were both manifestations of that wider transition, but did not
stand out as particularly novel or insightful contributions. The larger significance of Mackinder’s geo-strategic and geo-economic perspective was,
therefore, not immediately obvious in Britain, and paradoxically only
acquired the importance we now attach to it during, and in the immediate
aftermath of, World War II.
In 1943, nearly two years after the American entry into the war in
Europe, Mackinder was invited to re-visit his original ideas by the editors of
the American journal Foreign Affairs.103 This essay was intended as a commentary on the importance of the heartland with Mackinder arguing that
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the conclusion is unavoidable that if the Soviet Union emerges from this
war as conqueror of Germany, she must rank as the greatest land power
on the globe. Moreover, she will be the Power in the strategically strongest defensive position. The heartland is the greatest natural fortress on
earth. For the first time in history it is manned by a garrison sufficient
both in number and quality.104

The publication of this article and the rekindled interest in Mackinder’s
ideas105 were in retrospect coincident with an inchoate Cold War geopolitics. Although his original ideas evolved between 1904 and 1943, the main
contours of his worldview remained remarkably consistent. Their true significance was only clear once the brutal realities the Cold War brought
home to the State Department in Washington the force of his original argument and effectively ensured the enduring significance of his 1904 paper.
By that time, Britain had been obliged to relinquish its colonial stake in the
Indian subcontinent and hence any direct interest in the ‘heartland’.
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